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Vibrance in full flight winning at Wodonga

From the Stable
There has been plenty of action over the last
few months for Syndicate members regarding
their horses including a few nice winners along
the way with the promise of more to come and
we are certainly starting to get some results
from some previously immature horses.
VIBRANCE was the classic case just
needing time to develop and strengthen through
her 3 and 4yo years which all came together
this year and where a once immature
VIBRANCE who would fade away in
condition very quickly after a couple of starts
the new and improved VIBRANCE stood up
super strong for 7 starts this prep that delivered
2 wins, 3 seconds and a fourth. Failing at her
City debut at Sandown at her last start
confirmed the belief that she is now ready for a
well-earned break and will come back ready to
go around April with the aim of tackling city
grade a lot earlier next time around.
VIBRANCE had done an excellent job to
date and has earned connections $55,225 with
the promise of more riches ahead.
SMARTSON was another of those immatur e
horses who broke through for a very strong win
at Echuca recently and looks to have a nice
staying future ahead. By Smart Missile, whose
progeny all seem to want a trip and has
confused most pundits in the industry with his

penchant for continuing to throw this type of
galloper SMARTSON, himself has shown
the exact same desire to run a trip and
improved markedly on his first up try at the
distance at Mornington which is not unusual
as horses do inevitably improve at their
second go which SMARTSON did. Ridden
very well by Daniel Moor who settled the
3yo midfield after missing the start
SMARTSON rounded up the leaders off a
fast pace before the turn and probably hit the
front too soon, however his ability to hold
and sustain a long run which is one of
SMARTSON’S assets was impor tant in
the straight where he was able to hold off the
challengers and score well. He is a horse that
we have always had an opinion of and it is at
the staying trips that we are now starting to
see that ability. SMARTSON is a tough
sound galloper who will only improve and
looks to have a nice future ahead.
Another Smart Missile 3yo who is heading
the same way as SMARTSON and who
opened his account at Wangaratta on
Melbourne Cup Day is BALLISTIC
MISSILE. Another immatur e hor se who
still looks to be a prep away BALLISTIC
MISSILE was sent up to Wangar atta for
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Ballistic Missile with Beau Mertens returning to scale after saluting at Wangaratta

education and maturity and won well leading
all of the way to score by 2 lengths on the line
floating all the way down the straight
admiring all the marquees that were on track
and losing concentration along the way. Beau
Mertens who rode BALLISTIC MISSILE
likened him to a big kid who is on the way but
is still someway off knowing what the racing
game is all about. Again a horse that looks
like 2000 meters will be his go next prep
BALLISTIC MISSILE will be educated to
the best of Mick’s ability knowing that
whatever he does this prep will be a bonus
with the best of him yet to come.
A number of other horses have either just left
the Caulfield stables of Mick Price recently or
have just come in, most notably FUTURE IN
DOUBT who has just left after a good yet
frustrating prep where she just couldn’t quite
break through. Losing her 2yo career to a
potential lethal infection to her pedal bone
(Hence her name) FUTURE IN DOUBT from
a racing perspective is really just in her 3yo
year and has stood up to racing very well this
time setting herself up well for next prep. Her
efforts to run 2 seconds and a third this time
around were very good and now heading to
the paddock to strengthen should be all that is
required for this daughter of NOT A SINGLE
DOUBT to break through next time and looks
to be comfortable around the 1600 meter
mark which will indeed open doors for her!
Another immature horse SLEEPY CAT is
slowly making progress however it has been
tough work with her in straightening out her
bad habits at both the track and in races. A
daughter of Rip Van Winkle her first up run at

Pakenham was good and if she didn’t hang in
in the straight making her difficult to ride she
would have run into the money but then let
herself down at Wodonga racing too fierce.
She is starting to improve in her work on the
track at Caulfield and if she can take that to
her next run with a quieter ride it will give us
a good gauge on being able to accurately
assess her. It is also great to have
NORTHERN CHARM back into pr etraining with Robert Waymouth after a
month long delay with a nasty foot abscess.
NORTHERN CHARM whilst definitively
needing to stand up now has been given time
to mature into her large frame and had been
working the track down until this recent
setback. Now well and back in work it is
hoped that she can continue on where she left
off as if she can a win beckons for this
daughter of Northern Meteor!
Our 2yo babies are virtually all in work with
SEBEAT (our SEBRING Sydney Classic
purchase) currently down at Caulfield having
just arrived and not a lot known about him as
yet whilst our STATUE OF LIBERTY
homebred LIBERTY MADE has just left
with an immature throat that needs a bit of
time. We have liked with what we have seen
from her to date and she has really developed
over her previous spell and no doubt will
come back into Caulfield next prep looking
outstanding physically. MISS CHIERRO
(our PIERRO Magic Millions purchase) is
currently in work with John Ledger at
Wangaratta and will be down at Caulfield
very soon. She looks super and has really
strengthened during her time. Personally the
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PIERRO’S do look a breed that will take a bit
of time however if you give them that I think
you will be rewarded with a result as she is a
half-sister to the talented AMARELA trained
by Nigel Blackiston who has won $160,000 in
stakes and I remembered her very well as a
yearling as she was on my list to buy from the
Haunui draft. She was quite small and
immature as a yearling but looked the type
that would just need a bit of time and sure
enough and given that time she has developed
into a lovely mare. MISS CHIERRO has more
size than Amarela at the same stage but I just
feel that should we go the same way and be
patient it just might be the way to go with a
reward for us all beckoning. BELROCCO our
Bel Esprit homebred 2yo has also just
commenced with John Ledger after being
gelded and given time to grow into his frame.
A big raw boned fella this guy has come back
in magnificent condition and many thanks to
all the owners for allowing us to geld and give
him time which he has well and truly
appreciated. Size was his nemesis however
that will sort out and is a well-mannered
individual enjoying his work. He will
hopefully have a look at Caulfield this time
around but will be taken along slowly to
ensure that he is not rushed being such a big
strong horse.
Two other horses that have just resumed pre-

training are EXFLYTATIONS with Nathan
Dunn and our CAPE BLANCO filly flown
over from NZ recently. EXFLYTATIONS is
a very nice horse of the future who got it all
wrong first up at Mornington but has
displayed excellent ability at Caulfield and is
a horse that personally I am looking forward
very much to when she eventually learns to
put it all together. Our CAPE BLANCO filly
has arrived in Australia in terrific order and
has been educated accordingly over there and
has just commenced her pre-training with
John Ledger at Wangaratta. A staying type
she will be given a nice staying grounding
with John before coming down to Caulfield
for a look see and put through her paces. In
NZ we have our cracking OCEAN PARK
filly who is nearing the end of her time there
with Jim Cherry at Matamata and will be
flown over hopefully prior to Xmas. A
NZ$58,000 purchase as a weanling this
athletic filly has ticked all the boxes to date
but will still need time as she is also quite a
big girl who is continuing to grow and has a
typical NZ staying pedigree behind her so
whilst it is tempting to be pushing the button
with her I think the breed will dictate that
time will be her friend and that we should be a
little patient with her.
Our two old timers in LE BONSIR and
ONPICALO ar e cur r ently enjoying longer

Smartson getting the job done at Echuca
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Snitzel/Loveyamadly Filly

than normal spells at Cloverdale in order to
line up to racing when the tracks become a
touch softer next year and would be expected
to remain at Cloverdale until sometime in
January as was the case last year. Becoming
stalwarts of the Mick Price stable both horses
went to the paddocks after their respective
preps in good order without injury and are

still both expected to be extremely
competitive at their next prep and improve on
their already impressive bank balances of
$594,430 for LE BONSIR and $395,975 for
ONPICALO. We ar e all ver y lucky to be
racing such durable Stakes horses who have
stood the test of time and have been so
honest for all connections!

Written Tycoon/Rococco Colt with Mum

Broodmares
All has gone relatively well apart from one big notable exception with our broodmares
during the 2016 breeding season. Our Stakes winning mare LOVEYAMADLY
presented us with a cracking filly by SNITZEL way back in July and is back in foal to
SNITZEL. She also has a ripping MEDAGLIA D’ORO Colt earmarked for Sydney
Easter next year for selling and important that he brings nice money (which he no doubt
will) to assist in financing LOVEYAMADLY’S future stallion fees which will greatly
assist all Syndicate members as we give LOVEYAMADLY every opportunity at stud.
She has been a faultless mare to date and very proud of what she has achieved for us so
far. So too am I proud of our Fastnet Rock mare ROCOCCO’S efforts as she presented
us with a lovely big strong WRITTEN TYCOON Colt in August and is now safely in
foal to FIGHTING SUN with BELROCCO being the first of her progeny and currently
in work with John Ledger. ROYAL CHARADES is the final piece of our puzzle and
she is due any day to boom stallion NOT A SINGLE DOUBT. Fingers and toes are
crossed with that one as we tragically lost her first foal the GROUP performed ROYAL
SNITZEL whilst being oper ated on to r emove a cyst fr om one of her ovar ies a
couple of months ago.

